THERMAL EXPANSION VALVE IDENTIFICATION
For “N” Style Indoor Coils ONLY

**Sporlan Expansion Valves**

Look for the name “SPORLAN” engraved on the base at the distributor body assembly.

You must have the MODEL number of the coil to get the right valve. See the “NOTE” below.

**Parker Expansion Valves**

The distributor body is larger (thicker) than the expansion valve body.

You must have the MODEL number of the coil to get the right valve. See the “NOTE” below.

**Emerson Expansion Valves**

The expansion valve body is about two (2) inches long. Look between the arrows.

You must have the MODEL number of the coil to get the right valve. See the “NOTE” below.

**NOTE: RCFA-XX2417AU (example of TXV type)**

- **XX** is **AU** = AC only (upflow or downflow, cased)
- **XX** is **HU** = AC or HP (upflow or downflow, uncased)
- **XX** is **HM** = AC or HP (multi-position, cased)

Same size/brand Heat Pump TXV will replace AC TXV
Replacements are for the power head assembly only
Power heads are the same physical size (vendor/tonnage)